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What You
Don’t See
on the Coast
BY LENNIE ROBERTS LeGisLatiVe adVoCate

Prime coastal views like these are the result of decades of hard work.

W

hen Committee for Green Foothills was formed in
1962, land speculators, Chambers of Commerce,
and eager elected officials had already set their
sights squarely on the San Mateo coast. Spurred
by California’s post-World War II building boom, and in keeping
with the commonly held notion that development was inevitable,
San Mateo County planners had created a master plan for coastside
sprawl that would be unthinkable today.
The planners forecasted a 1990 population of some 100,000
people for Half Moon Bay and neighboring Montara, Moss Beach,
and El Granada. The Army Corps of Engineers was studying a
dam and massive reservoir on Pescadero Creek to provide water
for another 100,000 people on the south coast. Five new freeways
crossing from the bayside to the coast were on the drawing boards.
These projects could never be implemented now, but
without Committee for Green Foothills and other like-minded
conservationists banding together decades ago and opposing

unwise and poorly located development, they could well have
changed the San Mateo Coast forever.
By the early 1970s, the first steps of the County’s “Pave-theCoast” master plan were already in place. Caltrans had approved
a 7-mile segment of a new coastal freeway, known as the Devil’s
Slide Bypass, and the bulldozers were poised and ready to roll.
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In October 2018, our board and staff visited Dunes Beach, a place we are working with the coastal
community to protect.
Since our founding in 1962, Committee for
Green Foothills has been a loud, clear, and effective group of ordinary citizens championing
nature in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties.
Time and time again our volunteers and staff
have demonstrated that when people show up –
persistently, and with knowledge on their side –
open space, natural resources, and farmland can
be protected no matter what the opposition.
We saw this in our Protect Coyote Valley
initiative. This spring, volunteers crisscrossed
San Jose taking petitions to their neighbors and
friends to build a broad base of public support
for Coyote Valley’s preservation. We’ve collected 4,300 signatures and counting! Then with
Measure B in June, hundreds of people united
for a successful campaign against well-financed
developers seeking to line their pocket books
by sprawling into the Evergreen Foothills and
threatening Coyote Valley.
We saw it in our Baylands Belong to Everyone effort. In October, Committee for Green
Foothills members traveled to Sacramento to
ask the State Lands Commission to prioritize
open space over a hotel on a bayfront property.
Over 100 people sent letters and signed petitions
asking for the parcel’s restoration as a wetland.
While the state government has not made its
decision, we’ve made it clear that developing the
parcel as a hotel would be flying in the face of
public preference.

And now we are seeing again that land can
be protected when the community mobilizes
through the Save Dunes Beach campaign to stop
a beloved stretch of Half Moon Bay’s coast from
being crowded by a superfluous luxury hotel/
conference center and a high-end RV Park. We
held a neighborhood meeting and produced a
petition to the city of Half Moon Bay with over
5,000 signatures, gathered by rockstar volunteers, staff, and good old-fashioned word of
mouth. With the coastal community leading
the charge, we believe the beloved beach can be
saved.
Committee for Green Foothills has changed
much since our founding, but never altered what
we stand for: we believe people deserve to have
access to experiences in nature close to home
and our ecological systems must be protected.
There’s a role to play for everyone, and if you’re
passionate about protecting local open space
please fill out one of the remit envelopes and indicate that you’d like to volunteer.
Thank you for standing with us in 2018.
Here’s to 2019!
Serving as Executive Director since
2013, Megan Medeiros develops and
implements the organization’s strategic goals and manages its operations. She enjoys running, hiking,
reading, camping, and adventures
with her toddler.

Opposing Projects That Stir the Emotional Pot
By Julie Hutcheson Director of External Affairs and Advocacy

The number one rule in real
estate is “location, location, location.” The same applies for responsible land use. Where you
locate development makes all
the difference. The most worthwhile project, if it’s in the wrong
place, can adversely impact air
quality, water quality, scenic
views, traffic, safety, wildlife,
wetlands, farmland, and other natural resources. It affects a
community’s quality of life and
makes providing public services
and maintaining infrastructure
costly and difficult.
Structures can be remodeled,
rebuilt, or repurposed, but typiOne of our most controversial advocacy projects is opposing the annexation of farmland to build a
cally cannot be relocated. Once
Catholic high school in Morgan Hill.
developed, the land is forever altered. The impacts are permanent.
That is why Committee for Green Foothills weighs in on develThe newspapers likened Committee for Green Foothills and
opment proposals, even those of a sensitive nature, and weathers other project opponents to Communist oppressors. Comments
the emotional reactions of ardent project supporters. For us, it’s not such as these are an unfortunate side effect when land use issues
about the project; it’s about the land use. It’s not about protesting and projects of a sensitive nature collide. Passionate supporters
growth; it’s about advocating for good planning. It’s not about a misinterpret our land use objections for judgment on the merits
lack of empathy for a particular constituency; it’s about applying of the project. They struggle to understand how we could oppose
best planning principles equally.
what they believe is a most worthy endeavor regardless of location.
A Russian Monastery on Skyline?
Two decades ago, an order of eight Russian Orthodox nuns
proposed to build a monastery and visitors’ retreat on a beautiful
wooded 284-acre hillside property on Skyline Boulevard just four
miles south of Highway 92. The plan for the monastery included a
gold-leaf spire that one could see from Mount Tam in Marin. The
proposal was inconsistent with the Coastal Plan and with Skyline
Scenic Corridor requirements. Safety for the nuns and their visitors
was also a concern, given the constraints on access to the remote
location and the occasional extreme weather. Local residents, along
with Committee for Green Foothills, opposed the project. We suggested that the nuns instead build the monastery on the portion
of their land outside the Coastal Zone. The nuns refused, and an
emotional six-hour hearing in a room filled with Russian-speaking
supporters ensued. Ultimately, they dropped their efforts to build
on this inhospitable site, and sold the property to Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District.

a Catholic high school on Prime Farmland?
For the past decade, we have opposed the City of Morgan
Hill’s plan to annex and develop upward of 300 acres of agricultural
land in an area known as the Southeast Quadrant (SEQ). One
of the projects intended for the SEQ is a Catholic high school.
Parents and clergy attend hearings and speak ardently of the
need to provide such an educational facility in the community.
They deem the high school to be the best of use of the prime
farmland. They point to the mitigation of farmland lost to
development as sufficient compensation for not having their
children commute elsewhere to attend private schools.
Ultimately, their desire for the school leads them to discount the
fact that the City’s plan for urban development in the SEQ will
only make farming increasingly difficult there, exacerbate traffic
and squander opportunities to mitigate greenhouse gas impacts.
Continued on page 11
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Luxury Hotel Threatens Dunes Beach Area
By Helen Wolter Legislative Advocate

Dunes Beach and Surf Beach, at the northern end of Half Moon
Bay, are bordered by 50 acres of open space that is currently used
for farmland and a riding stable. This is one of only three areas in
Half Moon Bay that affords scenic views of the ocean from Highway 1. Now, this area is under threat of development. A proposal
for a 200-room luxury hotel and conference center and a 170-space
RV park with luxury amenities would block those scenic views, destroy the prime farmland soils, and displace the riding stable. In
addition, the increased traffic caused by this kind of tourism-related development would further exacerbate the already clogged traffic on Highway 1 and would interfere with vehicle access to Dunes
Beach State Park.
Local residents have organized to oppose this project. Save
Dunes Beach, a community group formed in response to the development threat, is working with Committee for Green Foothills

to collect signatures for a petition opposing it. With over 5,000 signatures, we hope that city officials will be duly responsive to the
overwhelming public support for maintaining the Dunes BeachSurf Beach area as open space.
The developer has not yet submitted an application to Half
Moon Bay. Once the application is in, the city will require the project to undergo environmental review and a public hearing process.
To sign the petition and stay updated, visit our website at
greenfoothills.org/savedunesbeach.
As a San Mateo County Legislative Advocate, Helen
Wolter has been able to combine her love of the outdoors
with her passion for the public process. You can often
find Helen hiking in our local parks, reading, or chasing
her son.

New Members September-November 2018
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Celebrating
50 Years
with Lennie Roberts
Introducing Lennie
By Matthew Burrows
Board Member and Past Board President

She’s been a staff member for 40 years and a member of the
board for 50. This year we’re highlighting the work of our longest-serving advocate, the inimitable Lennie Roberts.
I had the good fortune to grow up on our treasured Peninsula.
Over the decades came a constant flow of news articles chronicling the exploits of Committee for Green Foothills and especially
their swashbuckling advocate, Lennie Roberts. Article after article
quoted her measured but incisive views supporting open space,
wildlife, and the laws and regulations that (supposedly) governed
them. The cast of adversaries in Lennie’s sights were a varied crew:
from Caltrans and BFI to the YMCA and the dear Russian Orthodox nuns on Skyline Boulevard. I often wondered, “Who is this
Lennie person?”
In 2008 I moved from the sidelines into an active role by joining
the Committee for Green Foothills Board of Directors. I was eager
to witness what made Lennie the force of nature that she is. My
enduring first impression was the collegial atmosphere that Lennie
fostered. She also displayed an encyclopedic knowledge of laws,
regulations, and codes and had an unparalleled network of contacts, field scouts, and elected officials.
I recently had the pleasure of accompanying Lennie to a celebratory press conference regarding the Supreme Court’s favorable
non-decision regarding Martin’s Beach. On the way back, we decided on lunch in Half Moon Bay. I was able to witness Lennie
at work: as we sat outside eating our sandwiches, she received a
steady flow of well-wishers, acquaintances, and current and former collaborators. Later, we walked across the street to the local
feed store, where Lennie lobbied the owner to attend an important
trail-planning meeting affecting equestrian use. As we made our

Our long-time advocate Lennie Roberts is a local legend and we live
in a more beautiful region because of her. Thank you Lennie!
way through town, traffic stopped, car windows rolled down, and
more locals hailed Lennie in a friendly manner. I had the distinct
impression I was escorting royalty.
Lennie Roberts has been and continues to be a staunch environmental champion, not only for our local open spaces, but in more
distant areas, such as Yosemite, Lake Tahoe, and Anderson Valley.
She understands the most important lesson in land use advocacy,
that it often takes decades to achieve the most important wins. We
at Committee for Green Foothills and the entire region are blessed by and forever grateful for her vision and dedication. We are a
more beautiful place for it.

Matt Burrows, a native of Los Altos, is an old Greenfeet
hand, having served on our Board from 2006 to 2014,
including multiple years as President. He lives in San
Carlos and enjoys hiking and traveling when he’s not
working or volunteering for us.
winter 2018-2019
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Celebrating 50 Years of Lennie Roberts

My Credo
By Lennie roBerts LEGiSLAtivE ADvocAtE

Positivity. Perseverance. Gratitude. These
qualities have characterized Committee for
Green Foothills since our beginning in 1962
and still distinguish it today.
In 1968 I met Lois Hogle, Committee for
Green Foothills’ most ardent founder, when she
spoke to the Ladera Garden Club about conservation efforts on the Peninsula. She radiated
optimism and positivity, despite the significant
defeats in those early years. Her infectious enthusiasm and passion for protecting the land
was irresistible, and I was hooked!
Jumping into the fray, I quickly realized I
had found my life’s calling. Working with the
ever-collegial and spirited greenies in those
early days kept me inspired and engaged. We
persevered despite the enormous challenge of
being at odds with virtually every planner, developer, and decision-maker, who believed that
the “public good” necessitated paving over the
entire Peninsula from the bay to the coast.
The titans of the local environmental movement at that time were dedicated volunteers,
mostly “ordinary” housewives. These women
managed to juggle family responsibilities with
the demands of writing reports, recruiting new
volunteers, and most importantly, speaking up
at public meetings. We struggled together to
put policies in place that today many people
take for granted. Our shared gratitude for the
sacrifices each of us were making for a greater
good often kept us going.
Positivity, perseverance, and gratitude will
be even more necessary as we face our most
daunting challenges yet—climate change and
associated habitat loss and species extinction.
As we work at the local level, our efforts will be
part of an ever-growing environmental network
of nonprofits, public agencies, and scientific researchers working to meet these challenges.
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These common sense tips have kept me in the good graces of friendly
decision-makers.

My Ten Tips for Advocates
By Lennie roBerts LEGiSLAtivE ADvocAtE

Here are ten common sense tips that I point to when people have asked me,
“how do you do it?”
1. Learn everything you can about your issue. Knowledge is power!
2. Research the decision-making process and timelines for decisions.
Find out what is important to people you are trying to influence.
3. Enlist allies to increase your clout. Empowering others is often a
critical element in success.
4. Develop relationships with key people. Building trust with others gives
you a huge advantage.
5. Never lie or mislead anyone. If you inadvertently use wrong
information, admit your errors!
6. Do not attack others personally. Even with the most vexatious
provocateurs, you can—and should—strongly argue against ideas, but
not the person.
7. Keep your eye on the goal. Your issue may require many years of effort.
8. Maintain a sense of humor. It will keep you going through the most
challenging times.
9. Remember that results are what counts, not your personal glory. Work
with anyone and everyone you can, and let others bask in the spotlight
wherever possible.
10. Celebrate others genuinely and frequently. Gratitude for large and
small victories helps sustain and inspire our efforts.
Good luck, and remember that victories are often temporary, but defeats
are permanent. A great deal of the environment that we enjoy and depend
upon today has already been compromised. It is vitally important to defend
what is left in order to provide for future generations.

Celebrating 50 Years of Lennie Roberts
We asked some of Lennie’s biggest fans for their well wishes
in celebration of Lennie’s anniversary with Committee for Green Foothills.
“Lennie Roberts is a force of nature and for nature, and always a force for good.
“When I was President of the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors in 1986, Lennie was honored by
the Committee for Green Foothills, and I called her “one of our most precious natural resources,” having
worked with her closely on laws to implement wetland protections in the San Mateo County General Plan.
I’m lastingly grateful for her extraordinary leadership and friendship, and consider Lennie Roberts to be a
national treasure.”
— Anna Eshoo, United States Congress, CA-18
“Lennie represents the very best of community service and devotion to our local communities and
open spaces. In the past 50 years, there has not been a single issue concerning our great Peninsula and our
environment that Lennie has not been committed to in a leadership capacity. The Committee for Green
Foothills is an important part of her life, which has been dedicated to a green environment for our future.”
— Joe Cotchett, Attorney, Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy LLP

“Lennie is a great combination of environmental passion, political savvy, and hard work. Her half century
of leadership is one of the main reasons that the foothills are green and the coast is pristine.”
— Rob Caughlan, President, Surfrider Foundation

“It’s just about impossible to write about Lennie without using superlatives so I’ve given up trying. She’s
tops. She’s the best. And I’ve never met an activist who disagrees with that. I continue to be awed by her
memory recall and record keeping of major moments in the long struggle to protect environmental treasures
on the Peninsula and the Coast. When these records are brought forward the mosaic of Lennie’s engagement
at critical points—inclusive of her unique ability to bring other organizations to a focused common position—
becomes ever clearer and broader for those of us who came later to the effort.”
— Mike Ferreira, Sierra Club, Peninsula Region
“In the world of preserving natural open space and wildlife habitat, Lennie is a special person, never losing
her good humor or cool judgment in the face of greedy developers and compliant local government agencies.
There are thousands of acres of open space on the Peninsula that she has saved for posterity.”
— Pete McCloskey, former U.S. Congressman

“Since we first crossed paths in 2000, Lennie has been my inspiration and role model for environmental
advocacy. As she has no doubt done for many community groups and aspiring activists. I take her ‘Ten Tips
for Environmental Activists’ to heart. ”
— Lisa Ketcham, Midcoast Community Council

“What I love about Lennie is that she stands up for what she knows to be true without hesitation. But she is
also not afraid of change. Paradoxically, Lennie’s magic is that she is both flexible and unyielding.”
— Megan Medeiros, Executive Director, Committee for Green Foothills
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Steve Abbors and Rue Mapp:
Inspiring Connections in the Outdoors
By Justyne Schnupp Community Engagement Manager

Ron Erskine, Steve Abbors, Rue Mapp, Ana Ruiz, and Megan Medeiros enjoy this year’s Nature’s Inspiration.
Our 15th annual Nature’s Inspiration, at the beautiful Mountain Terrace, paid tribute to the remarkable Steve Abbors and Rue
Mapp. As leaders in the local and national open space movements,
Steve and Rue have the magical ability to motivate and inspire.
They’ve spent their careers getting people outside to connect with
the land and its history, Steve as the former General Manager at
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (MidPen) and Rue as

the Founder and CEO of Outdoor Afro. This Nature’s Inspiration
was a way of celebrating the interconnection between all our different types of open space organizations. Advocacy nonprofits like
Committee for Green Foothills, government agencies like MidPen, and outdoor community groups such as Outdoor Afro work
together in synchronization to make sure that land is protected,
stewarded, and enjoyed.

“What I love about nature is that it’s the ultimate equalizer: The
trees don’t know what color you are; The birds don’t know how
much money you have in your bank account. It’s a way for us to shed the -isms
that weigh on us throughout our work days, throughout our week, and give us that respite and that
opportunity to actually connect with other people. Nature provides a sense of place and belonging.”
Rue Mapp, Honoree

“The one thing that helped me keep everything in perspective is
my personal and familial relationship with nature. Our relationship with
the natural world is as personal as it gets and when we are mindful of our place in nature and our
role in the global life support system, the actions we need to take become very clear.”
Steve Abbors, Honoree
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Thanks to our Nature’s Inspiration Sponsors
Nature’s Inspiration

Pete and Diane Siemens

Beth DeAtley

Tanya Slesnick
and Ted Mitchell

Valley Visionary

Laura Wells

Tom Jordan

Brandenburg Family
Foundation

Brad and Judy O’Brien
Facebook, Inc.
Coastal Champion
Ranae DeSantis
Jim Wickett
and Magdalena Yesil
Google, Inc.
Hillside Hero

Board of Directors,
Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District
Peninsula Open Space
Trust
Baylands Benefactor
Sylvia Arenas, San Jose
Councilmember

Christopher Manning
and Laura Salcido

Farmland Friend
Anonymous x2

Sergio Jimenez, San Jose
Councilmember

Leslie and Hy Murveit

Jeffery and Sharon Allyn

Arthur Keller

Nancy Reyering
and Marty Walker

Larry and Liv Ames

Bill and Kathy Korbholz

Phil and Mary Bobel

Melissa and Jim Lane

David Beck
and Debra Robins

Tam Nguyen, San Jose
Councilmember

Jessica Rose Agramonte
and James Principato
Jack and Betsy Rix
Don Rocha, San Jose City
Councilmember
Susan Rosenberg
Brian Schmidt
and Karen Coppock

Norma Camacho
and Kevin Smith
Brian Carr
Helen and Dan Chapman

David Ritson

Jeff Segall and Jun He

Kansen and Daisy Chu

Pearl Anne Seipp

Joan Sherlock

Julia Cohn

Carolyn Tognetti
Timothy Tosta
and Nancy Martin

Bryan Beck
and Kaia Eakin

Peter and Sue LaTourrette

Steve Betando

Joe Simitian, Santa Clara
County Supervisor

Donna and Eric Colson

Margaret and
Jamis MacNiven

Stephen Boles

Jo-Ann and Rod Sockolov

Matt Burrows

Kristen Tsukushi

Paul Davis and
Jade Thuma

Jerry and Linda Elkind

Joe and Jamie Wang

Maureen and Paul Draper

Ron Erskine

Terry Watt and Mark
Karwowski

Edith and Jeb Eddy

Acumen, LLC

Barbara Erny

California Nativescapes

Linda Gass
and Rob Steiner

Sempervirens Fund
Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District

Rob and Susan Flint

Zanker Recycling

Pitch and Cathie Johnson

Stream Steward

Alice Kaufman
and Scot Griffin

Barbara Bessey
Nancy and Chuck
Geschke

Susan Lang and Robert
Levenson

Colorprint
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company

Jody and Roger Lawler

Peter and Beverly Lipman

Santa Clara County
Residents for Responsible
Development

Theresa Lyngso and
Joseph McClintock

Sam Liccardo,
San Jose Mayor

Santa Clara Valley Water
District

William Reller
Lennie and Mike Roberts

Tom Lockard
and Alix Marduel

Shute, Mihaly,
and Weinberger LLP

Nancy and Greg Serrurier

Tor and Nancy Lund

SRT Consultants

Linda and Sid Liebes

Helen and Daniel Quinn

Patricia Cherry

Martha Cohn

Dean Morton

Raul Peralez, San Jose
Councilmember

Jonathan and Lubab Davis

Sandy Emerson

Herb and Norma Grench

Don Weden
Mariquita West
Ciddy and Bob Wordell
Tracy Zhang, Charles
Schwab & Co.
Rosy’s at the Beach
Santa Clara Valley
Open Space Authority

Sequoia Hall
and Mindy Pelz-Hall

UrbanCo-Tamien LLC

Jerry Hearn and
Rebecca Reynolds

In-Kind Sponsorship

Gary and Patricia Hedden
Jerry Hill, California State
Senator
Don Horsley, County of
San Mateo Supervisor

Guglielmo Winery
Woodside Vineyards
Regal Wine Company
Paul and Maureen Draper,
Ridge Vineyards

“Steve, Rue, and I come from different types of organizations and it is
the relationship between our organizations that I love. Advocacy organizations
like Committee for Green Foothills are here to give a voice to land, parks, and wildlife if they are threatened.
Agencies and nonprofits like Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District are here to buy the land and open
it up to the public. And groups like Outdoor Afro close the loop, bringing entire communities of people to
protected lands.”
Megan Medeiros , Executive Director

“In the last year, I have been thinking a lot about what it takes in this
changing climate and interesting political environment to successfully
preserve and care for our natural environment. I believe two of the most critical
elements are leadership and connections. I honestly can’t think of two better people who exemplify leadership
and who have worked tirelessly to build connections than Steve Abbors and Rue Mapp.”
Ana Maria Ruiz, General Manager of Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Continued from Page 1
Developer Henry Doelger had already purchased 8,000 acres of
coastside hills and farmland between Devil’s Slide and Half Moon
Bay and was planning 13 new neighborhoods stretching from
coastal bluffs to terraces far up into the hills. Land speculators
were buying up ranches that had been devoted to farming and
grazing for generations.
None of these plans have come to pass. Half Moon Bay is not
the Los Angeles of the north. Instead, as you drive south from
Pacifica and emerge from the hard-won Devil’s Slide Tunnel, you
enjoy spectacular views of Montara Mountain, McNee Ranch State
Park, Montara State Beach, and Golden Gate National Recreation
Area’s Rancho Corral de Tierra. These now-protected scenic
parklands are tangible, lasting results of the tenacious efforts of
environmental leaders, including Committee for Green Foothills,
who time and again sprang into action, wrote letters, attended
public hearings, and when all else failed, took direct action through
citizen sponsored initiatives.
Some of the key electoral victories that preserved the coast
include:
Proposition 20, the California Coastal Initiative (1972)

Citizens throughout California prevailed against tremendous
economic interests to legally require the legislature to develop a
plan to protect the coast. The resulting California Coastal Act of
1976 mandates that rural areas like the San Mateo coast remain
rural. A permanent urban-rural boundary around Half Moon Bay
effectively killed Henry Doelger’s dreams, and Peninsula Open
Space Trust (POST) has purchased nearly all of his once-threatened
8,000 acres. Since the passage of Prop 20, Committee for Green
Foothills has worked tirelessly to ensure that all local coastal plans
are in full compliance with the Coastal Act.
Measure A, the San Mateo County Coastal Protection Initiative

(1976)
When a development-friendly majority of the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors threatened to discard strong coastal
protections, Committee for Green Foothills, the Sierra Club, and
other environmental groups drafted the first-ever countywide
initiative, gathered signatures, and raised money to pass Measure
A, which was approved by a 63% vote. Measure A adopted 37 key
policies to protect the coastside’s rural farmlands, forests, hillsides,
and beaches from sprawling urban development, and to prohibit
onshore facilities that support drilling offshore. This was a stunning
triumph of the people over well-funded development interests.
Measure T, the Devil’s Slide Tunnel Initiative (1996)

In 1971 Committee for Green Foothills, the Sierra Club, and
coastal groups first went to court to stop the Caltrans Devil’s Slide
Bypass. After several legal battles over the next 25 years, however,
environmentalists realized that Caltrans would eventually overcome
all legal obstacles, so they turned to the voters once again for help.
10 |
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Measure T mandated that Caltrans build a tunnel instead of the
Bypass, and in 2013 it became a reality.
Citizens gathered over 33,000 signatures and qualified the secondever countywide initiative for the ballot, which voters approved by
a landslide 74% vote. Measure T mandated that Caltrans build a
tunnel instead of the Bypass, and in 2013 that tunnel became reality.
The iconic steep ridges and deep valleys of Montara Mountain are
now permanently protected as part of McNee Ranch State Park.
Parks, open space agencies, and nonprofit land trusts have
been essential in the decades-long effort to preserve the coast. The
creation of Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (1972)
as a regional public agency and subsequent annexation of the
coast (2009) have enabled protection of key coastal parcels such
as Miramontes Ridge Open Space Preserve. POST has also been a
critical partner in ensuring that victories such as Proposition 20,
Measure A, and Measure T last far beyond an election cycle. The
historic Johnston Ranch just south of Half Moon Bay and Rancho
Corral de Tierra are two strategic examples of once-threatened
farmland now secured by POST.
BRAVO to all the “Green Feet” for these iconic victories, and for
ensuring what you’ll never see on the coast.

As San Mateo County Legislative Advocate for 40 years,
Lennie has led a number of critical open space campaigns
on the San Mateo Coast. She and her husband Mike have
clocked hundreds of miles backpacking in Yosemite and
the southern Sierra Nevada.

The Committee is Watching...
San Mateo County

Santa Clara County

board of supervisors will be considering adoption of a new
protected tree ordinance which will be applicable to the urban
unincorporated area. The new ordinance will broaden protections
to include all tree species indigenous to San Mateo County.
Committee for Green Foothills Board member Nancy Reyering
and Advocate Lennie Roberts have been part of the community
advisory group that has met for over two years to provide public
input.

to enact a wildlife-friendly fencing ordinance. Committee for
Green Foothills is advocating for an ordinance that will ensure
safe wildlife movement in the town’s hillside areas.

San Mateo County — where the planning commission and

Half Moon Bay — where the planning commission will begin

public hearings in early 2019 on the comprehensive update to
the city’s Local Coastal Program. Committee for Green Foothills
has been working for the past four years to ensure that the plan
includes strong policies that preserve open space and farmlands,
and fully protect the habitats of 17 special status species.

Los Gatos — where the town council is still considering whether

Mountain View — where Google is proposing a comprehensive

plan for approximately 7,000 residential units and 2.1 million square
feet of office space. As part of this plan, Google is proposing to
remove acres of existing development in order to create new habitat
and open space in place of buildings and parking lots. Committee
for Green Foothills will be watching the proposal as it develops.
Santa Clara County — where county officials will be

negotiating a possible Development Agreement with Stanford
University over the General Use Permit (GUP). Committee for
Green Foothills will be watching to ensure that the process
remains transparent to the public and results in community
benefits above and beyond what the county could require by law.

The Committee Applauds...
Santa Clara County

San Jose voters — for approving Measure T with 70% of

the vote! Measure T will provide $50 million for land conservation
in Coyote Valley. Thanks to San Jose voters for helping protect
Coyote Valley!
City of San jose — which recently installed two new wildlife

crossing signs on Monterey Road in Coyote Valley. These signs
are the first of their kind in California and will protect both

Continued from page 3
A Muslim Community Center on Rural Land?
Similar to this is the current proposal for a multi-use Islamic religious facility located in a rural area of southern Santa Clara County. A prior version was approved in 2012 with
no opposition from Committee for Green Foothills. However,
that project was never built, and in 2016, a revised and substantially larger proposal was submitted that would increase
the use intensity of the facility to an urban level, making it
inconsistent with Santa Clara County’s general plan. Public
testimony from the Muslim community is replete with their
right to practice their religion and culture. In this atmosphere,
it is difficult for Committee for Green Foothills’ message of


animals and motorists from dangerous collisions, while reminding
everyone that Coyote Valley is a home for wildlife.
Nonette Hanko — who is retiring after 46 consecutive years

as a board member of Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District.
As a Founder of the District, Nonette’s early vision of a regional
greenbelt of permanently protected open space in Santa Clara
and San Mateo Counties has become one of the iconic features
that make the Bay Area a special place to live, work, and play.
Well done, Nonette!

wise planning and protecting rural areas from runaway urban
growth to be heard.
Yet, we must advocate for sensible planning, regardless of the
emotional nature of the issue at hand. We know that making an
exception for one project will inevitably lead to more exceptions
for more projects, with the end result being sprawl and loss of open
space, farmland, and natural resources. Nature depends on us to
defend it for the sake of all of us.
Julie is responsible for bridging Committee for Green
Foothills’ advocacy and marketing and communications
efforts through strategic campaign planning and
implementation. A staff alumni, Julie is excited to return
to CGF to help in increasing the organization’s impact.
winter 2018-2019
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Join Us for Our Upcoming Events
space is limited, please RSVP greenfoothills.org/calendar

March 8

MEMBERS ONLY: Sneak Peak at Tunitas Creek Beach
Members who have donated in the past year get to be the first to visit Tunitas Beach before it’s
open to the public. Hear from Legislative Advocate Lennie Roberts to learn about our role in coastal
advocacy, and from Peninsula Open Space Trust to learn about the history and acquisition of
Tunitas Beach.

April 7

Coyote Ridge Wildflower Tour
Experience firsthand the spring wildflowers that thrive on the rare serpentine soil habitat of Coyote
Ridge. This moderately strenuous 5 mile round trip hike has a steady 2 mile climb and will gain 900
feet in elevation to the ridge with amazing wildflowers and unforgettable views of Coyote Valley.

June 21

Celebrating Lennie at Devil’s Slide
Celebrate Committee for Green Foothills’ very own Lennie Roberts, her decades of work, and the
40-year campaign on the Devil’s Slide tunnel. Help us unveil a new educational panel about Lennie’s
efforts to avert the Devil’s Slide Bypass.

Committee for

3921 East Bayshore Road

Green Foothills

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Join Us Online!
Sign-up for our action alerts today at:
greenfoothills.org/newsletter-sign-up
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